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Abstract—We present a comprehensive sensitivity analysis
and geophysical retrieval product demonstration to assess the
enhanced information content in atmospheric temperature and
water vapor, harnessed in hyperspectral microwave measure-
ments. A particular focus of this study is devoted to quantifying
and comparing the impact on retrieval performance resulting
from novel spectral bands of the microwave thermal spectrum,
by means of data addition and data denial trade studies. Various
spectral configurations are assessed, each reflecting specific tech-
nology solutions intended to maximize geophysical product per-
formance within feasible size, weight, power and cost constraints.
Our results indicate that the use of a hyperspectral sampling
in the oxygen and water vapor sounding lines alone provides
significant improvements in the lower and free tropospheric
thermodynamic fields (up to ∼40%), when compared against
the program of record (i.e., the Advanced Technology Microwave
Sounder, ATMS). Our experiments also demonstrate the essential
role played by extending the coverage in the window regions,
leading to an overall improvement of up to ∼50% in the Earth’s
Planetary Boundary Layer thermodynamic fields. This work
concludes with an overview on the state of the art in hyperspectral
microwave technology and a discussion on future applications
of interest to numerical weather prediction (NWP) and climate
science. The work presented in this study focuses on ocean,
clear-sky demonstrations. All-sky, all-surface investigations will
be the focus of a follow-up study, as we advance our capability to
simulate more complex scenarios and improve scene variability.

Index Terms—Hyperspectral, Microwave, Satellite Remote
Sensing, Observations Simulations Sensitivity Experiments, Plan-
etary Boundary Layer, Photonic Integrated Circuits, PICASIC.
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HYperspectral (a few hundred to a few thousand channels)
microwave sensors have been strongly advocated by

space and meteorological agencies worldwide, to augment
Earth’s atmospheric sounding capability of temperature and
water vapor from space [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. The Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Plan-
etary Boundary Layer (PBL) Incubation Study Team Report
highlighted hyperspectral microwave sensors as an Essen-
tial Component to fly in a potential future PBL observing
system [6]. In a recent Broad Agency Announcement, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
requested recommendations for a Hyperspectral Microwave
Sensor (HyMS) technology concept and a demonstration of
its effectiveness to advance operational numerical weather
prediction (NWP) from space.

Existing microwave sensors have demonstrated a large ap-
plicability in NWP and climate applications, thanks to their
capability to measure all three phases of water and their
sensitivity to all forms of precipitation ( [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15] to cite a few, and references therein). While
liquid droplets and ice particles make most clouds opaque in
the infrared, the microwave is still partially transparent [22],
[8]. This enables sounding of vertical temperature and water
vapor under all-sky conditions. Operational passive microwave
space-borne sensors from the current program of record (e.g.,
the Advanced Atmospheric Microwave Sounder, ATMS, [16]),
the Time-Resolved Observations of Precipitation structure and
storm Intensity with a Constellation of Smallsats (TROPICS,
[17]) and even planned sensors (e.g., the Microwave Sounder
(MWS), the Micro Wave Imager (MWI) and Ice Cloud Imager
(ICI) [18], [19]), however, have only a couple dozen channels,
sparsely sampled across the thermal microwave spectrum. This
constrains the information content in the measurement to only
a few degrees of freedom, limiting vertical resolution and
accuracy in the retrieved thermodynamic fields. The Earth’s
PBL is the most affected region, due to the strong attenuation
introduced by the overlying absorbing gas layers in the free
troposphere.

The reason for stalled progress in hyperspectral microwave
technology rests in the numerous technological challenges
associated with simultaneously processing an ultra-wide band-
width, at hyperspectral resolution (< 1 GHz), while maintain-
ing a feasible instrument size, weight and power consumption,
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and cost (SWaP-C). Recent advances in sensor component
technology, however, have allowed the hyperspectral sampling
of the microwave region to become a more realistic and cost-
effective possibility. To that end, assessing the information
content that can be gained from the various bands of the
thermal microwave spectrum is important towards informing
the engineering design and the technology decisions that
will ultimately lead to the next generation of hyperspectral
microwave sensors from space.

Pioneering studies ( [21], [22], [23], [1], [2], [3], [4], [5],
[24]) have conducted simulation experiments on the use of
increased spectral coverage (i.e., the 63 - 67 GHz, 118 GHz
bands and novel window channels) and improved resolution
in the conventional spectral bands (i.e., the 50 - 57 GHz and
183 GHz bands). The overarching conclusion of these studies
was that hyperspectral microwave sounding can significantly
increase information content and thermodynamic sounding
capabilities, under both clear and cloudy sky scenarios. In
this work, we extend these analyses by performing an end-to-
end temperature and water vapor retrieval statistical analysis,
comparing multiple spectral configurations. We are particu-
larly interested in quantifying and comparing the impact on
the retrieval performance resulting from the use of different
bands and channels, by means of data addition and data
denial trade studies. In doing so, we assess different spectral
configurations, each reflecting specific engineering design and
technology solutions intended to obtain improved geophysical
product performance within feasible SWaP-C.

Section II provides a spectral sensitivity study to atmo-
spheric temperature and water vapor across the 6 - 250
GHz spectral domain. This analysis serves the purpose of
assessing and comparing sensitivity characteristics across the
spectrum and provides a critical role in informing Observation
Simulation Sensitivity Experiments (OSSE) configurations and
geophysical retrieval product performance. As in [4] and [5],
we plan to parse our OSSEs into two steps, focusing this
study on an end-to-end temperature and water vapor clear-
sky study first. All-sky hydrometeors, temperature and water
vapor OSSEs are underway, as we advance our capability to
simulate more complex scenes and improve scene variability.
Results of this second phase of experiments will be the subject
of a following publication. We then assess retrieval vertical
resolution and sensitivity gained from the use of a more
extended coverage and higher resolution in the microwave
thermal spectrum. Finally, we assess the impact on retrieval
performance by analyzing a global, clear-sky ensemble of
retrieval results and compare multiple configurations to inform
future decisions on engineering design. This work concludes
with an overview on the state-of-art in hyperspectral mi-
crowave technology and provides few directions for future
applications beneficial to numerical weather prediction (NWP)
and climate science.

II. OBSERVATION SIMULATION SENSITIVITY
EXPERIMENTS (OSSE)S

A. Spectral Sensitivity Study
In the thermal microwave domain, the most active atmo-

spheric molecules are oxygen and water vapor. The oxy-

Fig. 1. An illustration of a simulated brightness temperature spectrum over
the full, contiguous thermal microwave domain (6 - 250 GHz), as it would
be measured from a space-borne sensor. Oxygen spin-rotation transitions
comprise approximately 30 lines between 50 and 70 GHz and an isolated line
at 118.75 GHz. Water vapor has a weak rotational line at 22.23 GHz that is
semi-transparent at normal atmospheric humidity, and a much stronger, opaque
line at 183.31 GHz. At frequencies away from these two lines, microwave
absorption by water vapor is predominantly from the continuum, which is
attributed to the low-frequency wing of the intense infrared and submillimeter
rotational band lines. Blue and green arrows locate the ATMS and TROPICS
frequencies across the spectrum. The simulation has been performed using
the Community Radiative Transfer Model (CRTM, [26]) using a mid-latitude,
ocean, atmospheric truth.

gen molecule has only a magnetic dipole moment, and the
associated rotational transition lines are intrinsically much
weaker than those resulting from the electric dipole vibrational
transitions of the water vapor molecule. However, oxygen has
a much higher abundance in the atmosphere and this feature
provides adequate signal to be measured from a space borne
sensor. When clouds are present, liquid water also plays a
role in the radiative transfer process. However, common water
and ice clouds particles are small compared to the microwave
wavelength, hence generally more transparent when compared
to the infrared domain. Figure 1 illustrates the simulation of a
brightness temperature spectrum across the full, contiguous
thermal microwave domain (6 - 250 GHz) as it would be
measured from a space-borne hyperspectral microwave sen-
sor over a mid-latitude, ocean surface. Oxygen spin-rotation
transitions comprise approximately 30 lines between 50 and
70 GHz and an isolated line at 118.75 GHz. Water vapor has
a weak rotational line at 22.23 GHz that is semi-transparent
at normal atmospheric humidity, and a much stronger, opaque
line at 183.31 GHz. At frequencies away from these two lines,
microwave absorption by water vapor is predominantly from
the continuum, which is attributed to the low-frequency wings
of the intense infrared and submillimeter rotational band lines
[20]. Due to their relative transparency to the atmospheric
gases, these interstitial bands are commonly referred to as win-
dow bands, as they act like windows through which a space-
borne sensor can see the surface emitted signal. Hyperspectral
coverage in the window region is critical to infer surface
properties and is also key to differentiate among different
atmospheric hydrometeors (e.g., cloud ice/liquid water, all
forms of precipitation), enabling all-sky retrieval capabilities
[2].

The hyperspectral microwave configuration used in this
study is described in Table I. This configuration resembles that
examined in [4] and [5]. The 52.6 - 57.3 GHz and 63.3 - 67.9
GHz portions of the oxygen band (altogether defined as the ”60
GHz band”) are sampled with a spectral resolution of 10 MHz.
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As in [4] and [5], we acknowledge the redundancy present in
the center of this band, predominantly sensitive to the high
reaches of the troposphere. Since our interest is in increasing
vertical sensitivity along the full vertical column, mindful of
SWaP-C constraints, we focus our study on these two lateral
portions. The 113.7 - 123.7 GHz oxygen band (”118 GHz
band”) is sampled with a spectral resolution of 20 MHz. The
173.3 - 193.3 GHz water vapor band (”183 GHz band”) is
sampled with a spectral resolution of 40 MHz. We will study
the contribution of novel channels across multiple window
regions of the microwave spectrum and assess their impact on
improved sensitivity and retrieval performance. These novel
channels are also the same as in [4] and are listed in Table
I (rows 4 to 25). Channels marked by one asterisk indicate
conventional channels in use on ATMS. Channels marked by
double asterisks are AMSU (Advanced Microwave Sounding
Unit) channels.

The third column in Table I lists the predicted instrument
noise performance derived from the classic radiometric for-
mula in eqation 1. The Noise Equivalent delta Temperature
(NEdT) value of the receiver (Trec ) was estimated using a
nominal noise figure of broadband microwave amplifiers. We
used an equivalent antenna temperature (Tant) of 270 K and
an integration time (τ ) as in ATMS (18 msec). The spectral
bandwidths ∆ν are those listed in Table I.

NEdT = (Trec + Tant)/
√

∆ν ∗ τ (1)

For comparison purposes, Table II provides the equiva-
lent channel spectral and noise characteristics for ATMS.
Instrument noise values are derived from [25] and represent
measured ATMS channel noise values.

Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4 provide a comprehensive
overview of the measured brightness temperature sensitivity
to atmospheric temperature and water vapor across the 6 -
250 GHz spectral domain. Brightness temperature simulations
are obtained using the Community Radiative Transfer Model
(CRTM, [26], [27], [28]) for which new lookup tables for the
appropriate transmittance coefficients were generated using the
channel definitions in Table I. We use the Global Modeling and
Assimilation Office (GMAO) GEOS version 5 (GEOS-5, [29])
Nature Run ( [30] as the atmospheric truth for the brightness
temperature simulations used in the sensitivity study and the
retrieval performance validation shown next. This is a 2-year
global, non-hydrostatic mesoscale simulation from June 2005
to May 2007, gridded with a 7 km horizontal resolution. The
atmospheric truth state, XT , used for the sensitivity study of
Figures 2, 3 and 4 is a mid-latitude ocean profile extracted
from this data set. In Figure 2, we used this truth profile XT

and, following the methodology as in [38] and [31], we applied
finite 1-K temperature perturbations in each 1 km-pressure
layer to measure the finite response in brightness temperature
in the oxygen bands. This response is commonly referred to as
the temperature sensitivity function, also known as temperature
Jacobian. The equivalent water vapor Jacobians for the water
vapor and window channels listed in Table I are shown in
Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. We obtained these curves
by using the same reference state XT , and applying 5% water

TABLE I
SPECTRAL AND NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HYPERSPECTRAL

MICROWAVE CONFIGURATION USED IN THIS STUDY

Channel Frequency Spectral Instrument Number of
(GHz) Resolution (MHz) Noise (K) Channels

52.6-57.3 and 63.3-67.9 10 2.1 940

113.7 - 123.7 20 1.5 510

173.3 - 193.3 40 1.0 510

6.92 350 0.3 1

10.65 100 0.7 1

15.37 150 0.5 1

18.70 200 0.5 1

21.3 200 0.5 1

22.35 290 0.4 1

23.80 * 400 0.3 1

31.65 * 300 0.4 1

36.50 1000 0.2 1

40.25 500 0.3 1

50.30 * 200 0.5 1

89.0 * 3000 0.1 1

101.0 2000 0.1 1

110.65 1300 0.2 1

150.00 ** 3000 0.1 1

157.00 3000 0.1 1

165.5 * 3000 0.1 1

202.00 3000 0.1 1

207.00 3000 0.1 1

229.00 3000 0.1 1

237.00 3000 0.1 1

251.00 3000 0.1 1

vapor mixing ratio perturbations in each 1 km-pressure layer
of the water vapor vertical profile. Since Jacobians are scene
dependent - with peaks shifting upward as atmospheric opacity
increases [4] - we studied multiple geophysical scenarios and
viewing geometries. An average from multiple latitudes would
smooth out the fine vertical features of interest in this study.
For this reason and for brevity, we only show a single, nadir
looking, mid-latitude case as a representative test example.

Jacobians measure the thermal emission originating in each
atmospheric layer of the discrete pressure grid, providing a
measurement of the vertical sensitivity of the measurement
with respect to a given species, in a given channel n (n =
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TABLE II
ATMS SPECTRAL AND NOISE CHARACTERISTICS

Channel Frequency Spectral Instrument
(GHz) Resolution (MHz) Noise (K)

23.80 270 0.25

31.40 180 0.31

50.3 180 0.37

51.76 400 0.28

52.80 400 0.28

53.596±0.115 170 0.29

54.40 400 0.27

54.94 400 0.27

55.50 330 0.29

57.290344 330 0.43

57.290344±0.217 78 0.56

57.290344±0.3222±0.048 36 0.59

57.290344±0.3222±0.022 16 0.86

57.290344±0.3222±0.010 8 1.23

57.290344±0.3222±0.0045 3 1.95

88.2 2000 0.29

165.5 3000 0.46

183.31±7 2000 0.38

183.31±4.5 2000 0.46

183.31±3 2000 0.54

183.31±1.8 2000 0.59

183.31±1 2000 0.73

1, ..., N), centered on frequency ν. Ultimately, they play a
central role in determining retrieval geophysical performance.
Multiplied by the vertical derivative of the atmospheric trans-
mittance, they form the row functions of the radiative kernel
matrix, K, in the radiative transfer equation (equation 2). Here,
equation 2 is obtained after discretization of the atmospheric
column into L layers and linearization of the Planck function
upon small perturbations ∆Xi, around the atmospheric truth
state XT

i , (i = 1, ..., L), in each channel n. The far right side of
equation 2 expresses the radiative transfer equation in matrix
form.

∆BTn(ν) =

L∑
i=1

Kn,i ·∆Xi ≡ KN,L ·∆XL (2)

The atmospheric pressure layering grid in CRTM is com-
posed of L = 100 vertical levels and was selected to keep
radiative transfer errors below the typical instrument noise
characteristics of the current sensors from the program of

Fig. 2. Temperature Jacobians in the 52.6 - 57.3 GHz, 63.3 - 67.9 GHz and
118GHz spectral channels listed in Table I. 1 K temperature perturbations
in each 1 km-pressure layer of the atmospheric profile have been applied to
measure the response in brightness temperature at each frequency in the two
bands, using 10 MHz and 20 MHz spectral resolution, respectively. The figure
illustrates the rich structure and high sensitivity to temperature harnessed
through a contiguous and high resolution spectral coverage of the microwave
thermal spectrum, and largely missed from the sparse spectral sampling
characterizing the program of record (blue and green arrows indicate the
location of ATMS and TROPICS channels, respectively). Of particular interest
is the enhanced sensitivity in the Earth’s Planetary Boundary Layer, where
the highest impact on temperature retrieval performance will be observed (see
ahead, retrieval demonstrations).

Fig. 3. Water vapor Jacobians in the 183 GHz spectral channels listed in
Table I. A 5 % water vapor perturbation in each 1 km-pressure layer of the
atmospheric profile has been applied to measure the response in brightness
temperature at each frequency of the 183 GHz water vapor band, using a 40
MHz spectral resolution. As for the temperature case, this figure illustrates
the rich structure and high sensitivity to water vapor harnessed through a
contiguous and high resolution spectral coverage of the microwave thermal
spectrum, and largely missed from the sparse spectral sampling characterizing
the program of record (blue and green arrows indicate the location of
ATMS and TROPICS channels, respectively). Of particular relevance is the
increased sensitivity in the mid/upper troposphere, where the highest impact
on water vapor retrieval performance will be observed (see ahead, retrieval
demonstrations).

record [32]. In the inverse problem, one would need the
number of observations, i.e., the number of channels N, to be
equal or greater than the number of unknowns, L, forming
the vertical grid of the retrieval profile, in order to invert
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Fig. 4. Brightness temperature sensitivity to variations of water vapor in
the window regions. 5 % water vapor perturbations in each 1 km-pressure
layer of the atmospheric profile have been applied to measure the response in
brightness temperature in the window channels of ATMS (23.8, 31.4, 50.3, 89,
165.5 GHz, left figure) and a additional novel window channels (right figure)
as listed in rows 4 - 25 of Table I. Functions are color-coded according to their
associated frequency, displayed in the the top right corner of each figure. The
most pronounced water vapor sensitivity functions are found in the 150 GHz
region, followed by the 101 GHz, 110 GHz set, 165 GHz and the 200 GHz
frequencies. As we shall see shortly, the novel higher frequency channels
serve a critical role in improving water vapor retrieval performance in the
lower troposphere (see ahead, retrieval demonstrations).

equation 2 and obtain a fully resolved retrieval solution. The
fundamental problem with current passive satellite sensors,
however, is an ill-conditioned problem: even in the presence
of a hyperspectral measurement (hundreds to thousands of
N channel frequencies), errors in the measurement, lack of
information content and spectral correlation make the actual
degrees of freedom in the measurement - the rank of the kernel
matrix, r - generally lower than the number of unknowns, L.
The lack of information content is exacerbated in the PBL,
whose thermal emission signal is inherently absorbed by the
overlaying layers of the middle and upper troposphere. Ill-
conditioning has detrimental impact on geophysical retrieval
quality and vertical resolution. Stabilization of the retrieval
solution requires dependency on geophysical constraints which
come at the expenses of regularization errors propagating into
the retrieval solution.

Hyperspectral measurements are intended to mitigate the ill-
conditioning problem present in the current thermal microwave
program of record. Novel, higher resolution channels can offer
improved signal to noise, information content and vertical
resolution in the vertical sounding of temperature and water
vapor. Figure 2 and 3 display the transpose matrices of the
60 GHz, 118 GHz and 183 GHz temperature and water vapor
Jacobians respectively. The vertical axis reports the pressure
in each layer i and the horizontal one the channel frequency
ν as listed Table I. This representation is meant to illustrate
the rich vertical structure in the spectral sensitivity across the
hyperspectral sampling of the microwave thermal domain, as
we move from the core (upper troposphere/lower stratosphere
peaking channels) to the pressure-broadened wings (PBL
sensitive channels) of the oxygen and water vapor spectral
lines. Blue and green arrows locate the frequencies in use by
ATMS and TROPICS, which in contrast are sparse and of

generally lower spectral resolution. An important goal of the
study presented in this paper is to assess what improvement
over the program of record (e.g., ATMS), can be harnessed in
the full exploitation of the microwave spectrum. Of particular
interest, is the use of the full coverage in the spectral wings
of the 60 GHz band, where the temperature Jacobians present
significant strength and redundancy in the PBL. Similarly, we
are interested in exploring what additional information content
is harnessed in the 118 GHz band, which shows significant
sensitivity in the middle- and upper troposphere temperature
domain. Finally, we are interested in quantifying the water
vapor retrieval impact derived from the full exploitation of
the 183 GHz band and novel, unexplored window channels.
Figure 3 clearly indicates that a large part of the 183 GHz band
is significantly underused in the current program of record,
particularly in the middle and upper tropospheric sounding
region. Figure 4 is intended to investigate additional water
vapor information content from the use of novel, unexplored
channels in the window regions, carrying key information on
the water vapor continuum. These are the channels listed in
rows 4 - 25 of Table I, except those ones marked by asterisks.
Given the high overlapping in the narrow region of the lower
troposphere, for the sake of better visualization, we provide
a simple over-plot of the vertical sensitivity functions. The
novel water vapor sensitivity functions (right figure) show a
more pronounced sensitivity to water vapor in the PBL region
compared to the traditional ATMS 23.8, 31.4, 50.3, 89 and
165.5 GHz functions (left part). The most pronounced water
vapor sensitivity functions are found in the 150 GHz region,
followed by the 101 GHz, 110 GHz set, 165 GHz and the 200
GHz frequencies. As we shall see shortly, these novel higher
frequency channels serve a critical role in improving water
vapor retrieval performance in the lower troposphere.

It must be said that in the infrared domain, temperature and
water vapor sounding channels suffer from a large interference
from atmospheric trace gases, requiring significant measure-
ment thinning, [33]. In contrast, the thermal microwave only
suffers from some negligible ozone interference [34]. Hence
the increase in spectral coverage in the microwave domain
is expected to more directly translate into improved signal
to noise ratio and information content. Also, narrowing the
spectral resolution inherently sharpens the Jacobians [4] and
reduces the spectral correlation problem, which is expected to
provide higher vertical resolution and more accurate retrieval
profiles [35].

In the next section, we perform a quantitative analysis of the
gain in retrieval sensitivity and vertical resolution as a result of
the improved spectral coverage and resolution obtained using
the hyperspectral configuration described in Table I.

B. Vertical resolution and retrieval sensitivity studies

The inverse solution of the radiative transfer equation ((2))
is expressed in (3):

Xr
L = AL,L ·XT

L + (IL,L −AL,L) ·Xa
L (3)

where A is given by the product of the so called gain
function, G, and the kernel matrix, K, as described by equation
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(4). The gain function G, in turn, is expressed in terms
of the kernel matrix K, normalized by the geophysical and
measurement error covariance matrices and is a measure of
the effective retrieval sensitivity to the measurement [36].

AL,L = GL,N ·KN,L (4)

In inverse methods, A takes the name of averaging kernel
operator [36] and provides a link between the retrieval solu-
tion Xr

L, the atmospheric truth, XT
L , and the geophysical a

priori, Xa
L. For simplicity, in (3), retrieval solution, truth and

geopysical a priori have been expressed on the same pressure
grid of L layers, used in the previous derivation of Jacobians.
Consequently, the A matrix in (3) and (4) has dimension LxL
and so does I, the identity matrix. Due to ill-conditioning,
however, retrievals are generally performed on coarser layers,
to improve stability and save on computational time.

An important feature of equation 3 is the separation between
the contribution to the retrieval solution originating from the
actual measurement of the atmospheric truth, provided by
A, and the contribution originating from the a priori, (I -
A). As explained in [36], in the ideal inverse method, the
averaging kernel matrix would be the identity matrix I and
the retrieval would return the truth, with full separation from
the geophysical a priori. In practice, the rows of A, known
as averaging kernel functions, are broad peaked functions,
indicating that each vertical layer element of the retrieved
solution, Xr

i (i = 1, ..., L) is in reality an average quantity
resulting from a sensitivity to changes in multiple vertical
layers j (j = 1, ..., L) of the true state, XT

j . Another common
way to express this concept is by saying that the overlaying
layers of the retrieval solution are vertically correlated.

There are two equivalent ways to describe the physical
meaning of the averaging kernel matrix and that are useful
to retrieval performance assessment [35]. One is to say that
each layer i of the retrieval solution is the result of a weighted
average of the changes in all layers j of the true state
vector, the weights being represented by the elements of the
averaging kernel function of row index i (hence the definition
of averaging kernels functions). The other is to say that a
change in a given layer j of the true state gets smoothed out
across multiple layers i of the retrieval state, the sensitivity to
this perturbation being represented by the jth column elements
of A (hence the name of smoothing operator also used for the
A matrix). We can summarize these two concepts by saying
that the row elements of A provide a measure of the effective
vertical resolution of the retrieval solution and the column
elements of A describe the effective vertical sensitivity of
the retrieval solution to changes in the truth. The remaining
contributions to the solution originate from the geophysical a
priori and are similarly weighted by the elements of I-A.

In summary, the closer is A to the identity matrix, the
lower is the solution dependency on the a priori and the
higher is its sensitivity to the atmospheric truth. To that end,
hyperspectral measurements serve the scope of improving
the A matrix resemblance of the full identity matrix, in that
increasing coverage and spectral resolution fills the vertical
gaps and sharpens the Jacobians forming the Kernel matrix

Fig. 5. Water vapor averaging kernel functions (AKs) from ATMS (left) and
the hyperspectral configuration in Table I (right). The channel list used to
build the ATMS water vapor A matrix are the five 183 GHz channels and
the five window channels (23.8, 31.4, 50.3, 88.2 and 165.5 GHz) in Table
II. For the hyperspectral case, we used all the 173.3 - 183.3 GHz and the
window channels in rows 4 -25 of Table I. Left part of Figure 5 shows ATMS
water vapor averaging kernel functions. Right side is for the hyperspectral
configuration. The color table on the side of the figure reports the pressure
values, pi, corresponding to each vertical layer i, i = 1, ..., L, of the retrieval
and truth pressure grid, in increasing order from near the top of the atmosphere
(blue, layer index 1, p1= 0.01 hPa), to the surface (red, layer index L and, in
the current example, pL = 1013 hPa). We use the same color code to plot the
corresponding averaging kernel row functions Ai. While the ATMS averaging
kernel functions show a high degree of overlapping, resulting in roughly
three to four separable coarse layers, the hyperspectral configuration shows
generally more pronounced, centered and narrow averaging kernel functions.
Of particular interest is the improvement in the PBL, where a separation
between two, more pronounced peaks can be observed.

K, in equation (4). Also, any improvement in the sources of
errors affecting the retrieval problem (e.g., instrument NeDT,
forward model errors, etc.) will strengthen the gain function
G in equation (4) and ultimately improve A. In this respect,
instrument noise tolerance trade studies become equivalently
important when designing a hyperspectral measurement sensor
and will be the subject of our next study. Considerations
on how hyperspectral microwave measurements can improve
forward models will be discussed in Section IV.

An illustration of the improved features of A when using
hyperspectral microwave measurements is provided in Figure
5. We focus this study on the water vapor demonstration,
comparing the A matrices from ATMS and the hyperspectral
configuration. The channel list used to build the ATMS water
vapor A matrix are the five 183 GHz channels and the five
window channels (23.8, 31.4, 50.3, 88.2 and 165.5 GHz) in
Table II. For the hyperspectral case, we used all the 173.3
- 183.3 GHz and the window channels in rows 4 -25 of
Table I. Left part of Figure 5 shows ATMS water vapor
averaging kernel functions. Right side is for the hyperspectral
configuration. The color table on the side of the figure reports
the pressure values, pi, corresponding to each vertical layer i, i
= 1, ..., L, of the retrieval and truth pressure grid, in increasing
order from near the top of the atmosphere (blue, layer index
1, p1= 0.01 hPa), to the surface (red, layer index L and, in
the current example, pL = 1013 hPa). We use the same color
code to plot the corresponding averaging kernel row functions
Ai. Here, the darkest blue curve, for example, describes the
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elements of the very first row of A; the orange curve describes
the elements of the row function for the pressure layer at 300
hPa and so on. If the problem was well-posed, the one and
only one solution in layer i, Xr

i , would be identical to XT
i and

its Ai would the a delta function. Instead, Ai includes non zero
contributions from multiple layers of the truth and, following
[37], the full width at half of the maximum of the peak of
Ai quantifies the effective vertical resolution of the retrieval
solution at pressure pi. Figure 5 illustrates the generally
overlapping and smoothed nature of the row functions of A.
However, while the ATMS averaging kernel functions (left)
show a high degree of overlapping, resulting in roughly three
to four separable coarse layers, the hyperspectral configura-
tion, on the other hand (right figure), shows generally more
pronounced, centered and narrow averaging kernel functions.
A more distinct separation of the peaks can be observed along
the full vertical extent, with a total of ten or more separable
peaks. This confirms the expected results and is indicative of
a generally higher retrieval sensitivity and vertical resolution,
when hyperspectral measurements are used. The hyperspectral
functions become significantly more pronounced and localized
in the mid troposphere, filling the gap left by ATMS in this
region. Of particular interest is also the improvement in the
PBL, where a separation between two, more pronounced peaks
can be observed. Both aspects are expected to lead to improved
determination of PBL height. Next section examines more
directly the impact on retrieval performance expected from
the use of hyperspectral microwave data.

C. Retrieval Demonstrations

In this session, we assess the retrieval improvement that
can be gained from an extended, hyperspectral coverage in
the microwave thermal spectrum. [4] used the configuration
described in Table I to assess the percentage error improve-
ment over the geophysical a priori. We extend their work by
performing an end-to-end retrieval performance analysis via
RMS and bias temperature and water vapor retrieval error
statistics.

The retrieval processing system used in this study is an up-
dated version of the combined Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder
(AIRS)/Advanced Microwave Sounder Unit (AMSU) retrieval
method described in [38], expanded to run the Community
Radiative Transfer Model (CRTM, [26]). In depth documen-
tation on this retrieval method can be found in [38] and [39].
A brief summary is provided here for completeness.

This is an iterative, regularized, linearized least square
minimization. At the core of this method is a sequential
approach aimed at improving the linearization approximation
of the radiative transfer equation. Since the Planck function
is more linear in temperature, the first retrieval step solves
for temperature. Once temperature is solved for, water vapor
is solved next. This method has been proven successful in
stabilizing the retrieval solution and relies on a proper channel
selection and spectral correlation error characterization [33],
[35], [38]. In this methodology, at each step, the spectral
interference of the variable not solved for (e.g., water vapor
during the temperature retrievals and, viceversa, temperature

during the water vapor retrieval step), is treated as an off-
diagonal spectral correlation error term of the measurement
error covariance. During the temperature retrieval step, the
correlation error is computed as the brightness temperature
difference resulting from a 20% perturbation in the water vapor
and cloud liquid water first guesses. During the water vapor
retrieval, the correlation error is computed as the brightness
temperature difference resulting from a perturbation in the
temperature retrieval by the amount of its retrieval error
estimate. The final measurement error covariance results in
the summation of three terms: he instrumental noise term, the
error resulting from a combination of calibration errors and
errors in the radiative forward model and, finally, the spectral
correlation error. The instrument noise specifications are those
provided in Table I and Table II. The radiative transfer model
error is set equal to 1 K for all channels. We added a constant
0.1 K term to represent additional sources of errors that are not
measurable at this time (e.g., calibration and representativeness
errors).

Simulated ATMS and hyperspectral microwave data were
generated using the CRTM forward model. As truth for the
forward model simulation and the retrieval demonstration, we
used the GMAO GEOS-5 Nature Run. For the regularization of
the retrieval solution, we used the GMAO GEOS-5 Nature Run
initialization state. In Figures 6 and 7, results are shown in the
form of RMS (left two figures) and bias statistics (right two
figures) of temperature and water vapor retrievals. The data
set used for this retrieval demonstration spans an ensemble
of global, ocean, clear-sky scenes from August 15th, 2003
of the GMAO GEOS-5 Nature Run. Hyperspectral retrievals
statistics are compared against equivalent ATMS (blue curves)
and first guess (black curves) retrievals. For simplicity, we
will refer from now on to ATMS as the baseline. We parse
our experiments into incremental steps and study the impact
on retrieval performance resulting from different configura-
tions, each reflecting specific technology design solutions, all
intended to maximize retrieval performance within SWaP-C
constraints.

1) Experiment I: comprehensive hyperspectral coverage:
Our first experiment is intended to assess the retrieval im-
provement that can be gained from a comprehensive coverage
of the spectral configuration introduced in Table I.

As a first step, we use the ATMS baseline configuration
and replace its five water vapor sounding channels (last five
rows in Table II) with the hyperspectral water vapor channel
set (third row in Table I). This new set is composed of
500 channels spanning the 173.3 - 193.3 GHz band, with a
spectral resolution of 40 MHz. Water vapor RMS and bias
error statistics upon the addition of this hyperspectral water
vapor channel set are illustrated by the orange curve in Figure
6. An up to ∼40% improvement with respect to the baseline
(blue curve), is observed in the middle and upper troposphere
water vapor statistics. The slight degradation observed in
the lower troposphere may be the result of an imbalance
introduced by the use of hundreds of similar channels. We
performed a separate test (not shown for brevity) where some
lower tropospheric sensitive channels where removed from the
hyperspectral list and obtained an improved result in the lower
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Fig. 6. Experiment I: comprehensive hyperspectral coverage. Experiment I provides an overview of the gain in retrieval performance obtained from full,
hyperspectral utilization of the thermal microwave spectrum via incremental data addition steps. Baseline configuration: ATMS channel list in Table II and
indicated by blue bars in the top left figure. Step 1: Replacement of five ATMS 183 GHz water vapor channels with 500 hyperspectral water vapor channels
from the 173.3 - 193.3 GHz region (Table I third row, orange box in upper left figure). Statistical results are represented by orange curves in the bottom figures
of the water vapor RMS and bias statistics. Step 2: Replacement of eleven ATMS 52.8 - 57 GHz temperature sounding channels with the hyperspectral 52.6
- 57.3 GHz temperature sounding channels (Table I first row, dash-contoured green box in upper left figure). Statistical results are represented by dash green
curves in the bottom figures of the temperature and water vapor RMS and bias statistics. Step 3: Addition of the hyperspectral 63.3 - 67.9 GHz temperature
sounding channels (Table I first row, solid-contoured green box in upper left figure). Statistical results are represented by solid green curves in the bottom
figures of the temperature and water vapor RMS and bias statistics. Step 4: Addition of the hyperspectral 118 GHz temperature sounding channels (Table
I second row, dash-dot-contoured green box in upper left figure). Statistical results are represented by dash-dot green curves in the bottom figures of the
temperature and water vapor RMS and bias statistics. Step 5: Addition of novel window channels (Table I, rows 4 - 25 except channels marked by one
asterisk, which are already in the ATMS channel set. Those are marked as red bars in upper left figure). Statistical results are represented by red curves in the
bottom figures of the water vapor RMS and bias statistics. Hyperspectral retrievals statistics are compared against equivalent results from ATMS (blue curves)
and from the retrieval first guess (black curves). The data set used for this retrieval demonstration spans an ensemble of global, ocean, clear-sky scenes from
August 15th, 2003 of the GMAO GEOS-5 Nature Run.

troposphere, compared to ATMS.
Our second step uses Step 1 configuration as a new starting

point. We replace ATMS temperature sounding channels (rows
5 - 15 in Table II) with the hyperspectral 52.6 - 57.3 GHz
channel list, sampled with a spectral resolution of 10 MHz
(first row in table I). Results are shown by the green dash
curves in Figure 6. Secondly, we add the remaining 63.3 -
67.9 GHz band (also sampled with 10 MHz resolution) and
show results using the solid green curves also in Figure 6.
As a third step, we add the 113.7 - 123.7 GHz band (second
row in table I, 20 MHz resolution). Results are shown by
the dash-dot green curves in Figure 6. The use of the 52.6
- 57.3 GHz hyperspectral line alone provides a noticeable
improvement along the full atmospheric column, in both RMS
and bias temperature statistics (dash green versus blue). The
incremental addition of the remaining 63.3 - 67.9 GHz chan-
nels is observed to further improve the temperature statistical
performance, particularly in the PBL. This is an important
aspect in that it provides an indication of the improved signal
to noise that can be derived from the full exploitation of the
primary oxygen line. As expected from the sensitivity analysis,
the addition of the 118 GHz line provides an improvement in

the upper reaches of the atmosphere. Finally, it must be noted,
that improvements are observed not only in the temperature
but also in the water vapor statistics. This aspect originates
from the sequential order of the two retrieval steps, where
the temperature retrieval acts as a background for the water
vapor retrieval. As such, any improvement in temperature is
often consistently reflected in an improvement in water vapor
performance.

We complete this first experiment by testing the addition of
novel window channels to the water vapor retrieval channel list
(rows 4 to 25 in Table I not marked by an asterisk). Results are
shown by the red curves of the water vapor statistics in Figure
6. These novel window channels are observed to provide
an additional ∼10% improvement in the water vapor RMS
and bias performance (now ∼50% better than the baseline),
particularly in the PBL (red versus orange and blue curves).
This result confirms the value of extending the coverage in
the microwave window bands towards improved sensitivity
to water vapor, particularly in the boundary layer. Future
studies will examine land scenarios for which the role of
extended window coverage is key to improved retrieval of
surface properties (classification, surface temperature).
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In summary, the final configuration of experiment I - a com-
prehensive use of hyperspectral sampling in the temperature
and water vapor lines, along with an improved coverage in all
the window regions - stands out as the best performing system.
Our experiment shows an overall RMS and bias improvement
of up to 50% and 25% in the PBL and free tropospheric
temperature respectively, compared to the baseline (solid green
versus blue). The water vapor field is observed to undergo a
significant improvement as well. The water vapor RMS error
is observed to improve by about 50% in the PBL and along
the full extent of the free troposphere with respect to the
baseline (solid red versus blue curves). It must be said, that
the GMAO GEOS-5 Nature Run first guess presents already
a relatively good performance in the PBL water vapor field
(black curve). However, the hyperspectral configuration is
capable of correcting the shape of its bias statistics, bringing it
to a nearly flat zero value, throughout the entire extent of the
PBL. This feature is indicative of high retrieval skill in this
region. Both improvements, in the PBL and free troposphere
temperature and water vapor, are expected to benefit the
identification of PBL height. We will use the configuration of
Experiment I as a new starting point for a second experiment.

2) Experiment II: lower versus higher frequencies of the
microwave domain: Efficient SWaP-C is one of the major
concerns in space-borne hyperspectral microwave technology.
As the size of the receiver antenna increases with smaller
frequencies, it is useful to assess the impact on product
performance resulting from the possible removal of some
low frequency channels from the retrieval channel list. This
experiment is devoted to this scope. A focus of this study is
the use of novel, higher frequency channels as a means for
compensating the loss of low frequency ones, so as to find an
optimal trade-off between SWaP-C and product performance.
We use the final configuration from experiment I as a starting
point to test a few data denial scenarios affecting the low
frequency domain. As a first step - not shown for visualization
clarity - we start from the lowest window channel frequency
in Table I (6.92 GHz) and incrementally remove all remaining
window channels up to the 50 GHz window channel (rows
4 - 11 in Table I). No noticeable degradation is observed
in the retrieval performance. This result can be explained
by the clear-sky, ocean only nature of this experiment and
the role played by the higher frequency window channels in
preserving the retrieval quality. In step two and three, we test
two additional drop-off thresholds, 89 GHz and 110 GHz.
Results are illustrated by the purple solid and dash curves,
respectively, in Figure 7. The whole 60 GHz oxygen line
has been removed along with all the lower frequency window
channels up to the thresholds (thresholds excluded as well).

The 89 GHz cut-off configuration can be interpreted as a
hyperspectral version of the TROPICS radiometer, augmented
by the use of novel (i.e., non-ATMS) higher frequency window
channels and a hyperspectral coverage in the 118 GHz and 183
GHz lines. The 110 GHz cut-off configuration is a possible so-
lution for the future Atmospheric Observing System radiome-
ters [40]. Solid and dash purple curves are indistinguishable.
The penalty of losing the low window channel frequencies and
the 60 GHz band is visible in the mid-tropospheric temperature

RMS and bias results (solid and dash purple versus green
curves). The water vapor RMS and bias performance is still
better than the baseline, thanks to the hyperspectral sampling
in the 183 GHz line but shows a visible degradation (up
to 5%) with respect to the configuration of experiment I
(solid and dash purple versus red). In conclusion, the retrieval
performance does not appear severely compromised by the
removal of the low frequency channels. This result however,
reflects two important aspects. First, this is an ocean, clear sky
only demonstration. The role of the low frequency channels in
the presence of clouds and over more complex land scenes will
be investigated in a follow up study. Second, the novel high
frequency window channels (202 GHz, 207 GHz, 229 GHz,
and 251 GHz) play a key role in preserving the water vapor
retrieval quality. We illustrate this result by removing these
channels from the water vapor channel list in our third and
final step of this second experiment. Results are represented
by the dot-dash curve in the water vapor statistics of Figure 7,
indicating an up to 20% RMS and bias degradation resulting
in the PBL water vapor statistical performance.

The conclusion we draw from this second experiment is that
increased coverage in the higher frequency domain is key to
compensate for the loss of the low frequency domain, should
this design become necessary to maintain efficient SWaP-C.

III. STATE OF THE ART IN SPACE BORNE HYPERSPECTRAL
MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY

The critical technology elements for microwave hyperspec-
tral sounder technology include wideband Radio Frequency
(RF) front-ends (RFE), filterbanks and spectrometers. The
specifications for application of each of these technologies will
vary based on instrument architecture and be driven by science
requirements and technical capability. The wideband RFE
provides calibration source and prepares the microwave signals
for processing to produce a measured spectrum. Radio Fre-
quency Integrated Circuit (RFIC) and Monolithic Microwave
Integrated Circuit (MMIC) technology continually advances to
enable ever-increasing bandwidths in amplifiers and mixers,
which has driven designs for broadband matching networks.
These technologies are the basis of total power or correlation
radiometer front ends. However, hyperspectral architectures
need not accept the entire spectrum into a solitary receiver and
are likely to divide the spectrum into more digestible portions.
Such receivers are likely to include heterodyne stages to down-
convert bands to lower intermediate frequencies or even to
baseband. Nevertheless, perhaps more important and certainly
an enabling technology is that of spectrum analysis processing.
Different approaches from the past include analog filter-
banks, digital signal processing (DSP)-based spectrometers,
and acousto-optical spectrometers (AOS). Analog approaches
are typically limited to no more than a few tens of channels
(e.g., [50], [51]). For hyperspectral to reach hundreds or even
thousands of channels, other approaches are required. Before
digital circuits were capable, AOS technology was exploited,
[52]. However, digital processing is preferred generally for
stability, size and power dissipation. FPGA-based filterbanks
have found utility in radio-frequency interference detection
[53], [54], [55], [56].
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Fig. 7. Experiment II: lower versus higher frequencies of the microwave domain. Experiment II performs a few data denials in the low frequency domain
and tests the resulting penalization in retrieval performance. Step 1: Removal of the lowest window channels frequencies (6.92 GHz to 50.3 GHz, Table I,
rows 4 - 11). Statistical results are not shown because indistinguishable from Experiment I configuration. Step 2: Incremental removal of all channels up to 89
GHz (solid purple box in upper left figure). Statistical results are represented by purple solid curves in the bottom figures of the temperature and water vapor
RMS and bias statistics. Step 3: Incremental removal of all channels up to 110 GHz (dash purple box in upper left figure). Statistical results are represented
by purple dash curves in the bottom figures of the temperature and water vapor RMS and bias statistics. Step 4: Incremental removal of all channels higher
than 200 GHz (dash-dot purple box in upper left figure). Statistical results are represented by purple dash-dot curves in the bottom figures of the temperature
and water vapor RMS and bias statistics. Hyperspectral retrievals statistics are compared against equivalent results from ATMS (blue curves) and from the
retrieval first guess (black curves). The data set used for this retrieval demonstration spans an ensemble of global, ocean, clear-sky scenes from August 15th,
2003 of the GMAO GEOS-5 Nature Run.

A. Emerging Technology

A combination of digital Application Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC) and microwave photonics has emerged as a new
architecture for hyperspectral microwave sounding (Figure 8).
Microwave photonics are used to convert tens of GHz of
microwave RF or IF signals to infrared wavelengths, drasti-
cally reducing the fractional bandwidth of the received signals.
Preliminary results demonstrate the feasibility of this photonic
approach [57], [58]. Photonic integrated circuits (PICs) are
used to divide the wideband spectrum into narrower channels,
which would previously have been done using RF or IF filters.
These smaller channels can be treated as total power channels
using photodectors (as opposed to RF detectors), or down-
converted to a secondary IF and processed digitally. Instead
of using FPGA’s, high-resolution digital spectrometers imple-
mented in radiation-tolerant digital ASICs promise multi-GHz
bandwidths covered by thousands of channels ( [59]).

Software-defined bandpass responses are created using the
high-resolution spectral data. Combining PIC and ASIC -
PICASIC - technology can create a modular approach to pro-
cessing broad, contiguous regions of the microwave spectrum
at selectable low and high resolution [60], [61]. The PICA-
SIC modular approach enables full-spectrum and contiguous
spectral coverage of Earth’s microwave thermal radiation,
with a selectable capability to measure the spectrum with
higher resolution where unique information content in the
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Fig. 8. Simplified block diagram of the microwave photonics spectrometer.
Microwave signals enter the antenna (upper left) and are prepared by the
RF front-end (RFE) for the electro-optic modulator (EOM). The EOM is
driven by a laser to generate the RF spectrum on the optical carrier. A
photonic-integrated circuit (PIC) channelizer divides the RF spectrum into
multiple, neighboring bands. Only two output bands are shown for simplicity.
One band’s power can be detected by a photodetector while another is
downconverted by highspeed photoreceiver driven by an offset frequency laser.
The downconverted band is processed by an ASIC digital spectrometer.

signal is exhibited. To this end, the PICASIC can form the
first of its kind combined hyperspectral microwave imager
and sounder within feasible SWaP-C constraints, suitable to
meet the requirements of the next generation of hyperspectral
microwave satellite sensors.
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IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Recent advances in sensor component technology have
allowed hyperspectral microwave sounding to become a re-
alistic and cost-effective possibility. To that end, assessing
the information content that can be gained from the various
bands of the thermal microwave spectrum is important towards
informing the engineering and technology decisions that will
ultimately lead to the next generation of hyperspectral mi-
crowave sensors from space.

This work presented a comprehensive sensitivity analysis of
the full thermal microwave domain. We performed an end-to-
end temperature and water vapor retrieval demonstration with
a particular focus on quantifying and comparing the impact
on retrieval performance resulting from specific bands and
channels, by means of data addition and denial trade studies.
In doing so, we assessed different spectral configurations,
each reflecting specific technology solutions intended to obtain
improved geophysical product performance within feasible
SWaP-C constraints. Our results (Figure 6) indicate that a com-
prehensive use of hyperspectral sampling in the temperature
and water vapor lines, along with an improved coverage in all
the window regions, stands out as the best performing design.
Our experiments show that the use of hyperspectral sampling
in the sounding lines alone can provide improvements in
the PBL and free tropospheric thermodynamic fields of up
to ∼40%, when compared against the program of record
performance. Our experiments also demonstrated the essential
role played by an improved coverage in the window regions
so as to augment information content in the water vapor
continuum, leading to an overall improvement of up to ∼50%
in the PBL. The PICASIC technology described in section
III promises to enable this contiguous, hyperspectral coverage
capability of the thermal microwave spectrum, within suitable
SWAP-C specifications, suitable for space deployment.

The observed improvements in atmospheric thermodynamic
sounding obtained from these hyperspectral microwave mea-
surements will be critical to enhance numerous driving appli-
cations that are important to climate science and numerical
weather prediction [2]. A few of those are outlined below.

Of particular interest will be the utilization of hyperspectral
microwave measurements in combination with other passive
(e.g., hyperspectral infrared, global navigation satellite system
radio occultation) and active measurements (e.g., lidar and
radar), as envisioned by the NASA PBL Incubation Study
Team report [6]. To that end, hyperspectral microwave sound-
ings of the quality demonstrated in Figure 6, are expected
to help improve depiction of the thermodynamic structure of
the PBL, so as to address each of the critical PBL science
questions outlined in the PBL Study Team Report Science
and Application Traceability Matrix (SATM) [6].

Enhanced thermodynamic soundings like those observed in
Figure 6 are expected to significantly benefit tropical cyclone
intensification forecast, whose accuracy relies upon knowledge
of the temperature and moisture field within and around the
storm core ( [41], [42], [43]). Rapidly updated humidity fields
provided by a Smallsat/Cubesat constellation of hyperspectral
microwave sensors will provide accurate atmospheric motion

vectors, to help filling the gap in mid-tropospheric winds, left
by the current program of record [46].

Increased sampling and spectral resolution will be key to
detect the ever growing Radio Frequency Interference (RFI)
from incumbent active services, particularly 5G and 6G net-
works, which has become an element of serious concern. RFI
presents a high, hard-to-predict variability in space and time
and the noise introduced in the measurement has been shown
detrimental on temperature and precipitation forecasting [47].
With 6G interfering signals now affecting the whole 50 GHz
region, high spectral resolution and low noise characteristics as
those in Table I, along with the utilization of novel frequencies
outside the traditional passive allocated microwave spectrum,
become necessary to the detection of RFI signals. Also, a
software-programmable capability will be critical to enable
spectral response functions (SRFs) matched to any legacy
sounder, for inter-comparison and cross-calibration.

Improved spectral resolution and coverage will also prove
beneficial to the fundamental understanding of atmospheric
microwave spectroscopy. Some of the known issues in current
microwave radiative transfer models, include uncertainties in
surface emissivity models, especially over land [27], uncertain-
ties in the spectral absorption line shapes and positions [48],
and uncertainties in the water vapor continuum [49]. Lack
of high spectral resolution measurements in the microwave
thermal domain has been one of the limiting factors in making
advancements in these areas. First of a kind contiguous, high
resolution measurements will provide a unique and unprece-
dented opportunity to investigate these issues, which, when
corrected, will lead to critical improvements in radiative trans-
fer, data assimilation applications, and support new discoveries
in atmospheric physics.

The work presented here focused on ocean, clear-sky
demonstrations. Future work will extend this analysis to more
complex cloud and surface types, as we advance our capability
to simulate more complex scenarios and improve scene vari-
ability. A fundamental part of this work will be represented
by noise tolerance studies as the first hyperspectral microwave
sensor prototypes approach maturity. This work will prove
essential in preparation for upcoming airborne field campaign
demonstrations of hyperspectral microwave observations, the
first stepping stone ultimately leading to the next generation
of space borne hyperspectral microwave sensors.
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